
Free Fly Apparel is Hooked on Backbone’s 
Tech Pack Creation Tools

Free Fly Apparel Seeks Product Optimization

According to Product Manager, Sy Powers, “We found that performance 
shirts were made using plastic-like synthetics that held in odor, so we took 
a more natural approach by developing bamboo blends with next-to-skin 
comfort.”

As Powers explained, “We lacked that ‘one source of truth’ for all things 
product development. With sample feedback generated through Keynote 
and spec sheets housed in Excel, we couldn’t keep up with production and 
the growing demand,” he said. 

Free Fly Apparel utilized Backbone PLM’s tech pack creation tools to display 
product specifications and consolidate sample feedback during design and 
development stages.

Most outdoor performance garments are overbuilt with unnecessary zippers, vents, 

and loops. The Free Fly product line combines natural material blends with a focus on 

simplicity and freedom of movement.

While Free Fly Apparel optimized outdoor performance wear, it used Backbone PLM to 

enhance its design and development process. Before adopting Backbone, Free Fly 

managed these processes through 100+ email threads, spreadsheets, and a whole lot 

of headaches. That presented a unique challenge for the Free Fly team.

For many, the wilderness is a place to explore the unknown, but for Free Fly Apparel, nature 

is the center of our lives. With fishing rods in hand, Free Fly’s journey began on the waters 

of Charleston, South Carolina with a dream to simplify outdoor performance gear and 

create products that allow customers to experience life more comfortably on and around 

the water.

After years of researching the ideal fabric blend, Free Fly landed on natural bamboo apparel, 

and a family business was born to celebrate the freedom of life on the water. Purposeful 

with the perfect balance of performance and comfort, bamboo is a free-flowing material 

that allows outdoor enthusiasts to focus on what matters most — adventures with family 

and friends. Besides being sustainable, bamboo is also lightweight, odor-resistant, 

moisture-wicking, and UPF protective — the perfect formula for watersports.

As Free Fly Apparel continued to expand its headquarters to accommodate a growing team 

and more extensive collections, it became nearly impossible to keep up with the rapidly 

growing product line. The team at Free Fly knew it needed a solution to organize product 

development needs and utilized Backbone PLM’s tech pack creation tools to display 

product specifications and consolidate sample feedback.
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Let Spreadsheets Fly Away

“All it took was generating that first tech pack and we were hooked,” 
Powers exclaimed. “Style info, technical sketches, BOMs, and sample 
comments — all beautifully displayed in one document to share with our 
factory partners.”

“During the [COVID-19] pandemic, we started measuring a lot of samples 
at home, so the measure mode within each product record became 
invaluable,” he said. “We could share measurements and collaborate on 
spec comments without creating hundreds of spreadsheets.” 

Beyond designing faster tech packs, Backbone’s dynamic, cloud-based data and 

centralized product records help brands reduce sampling rounds, improve quality 

control, and move at digital speed. Powers elaborated further on this topic and 

explained how Backbone helped Free Fly Apparel make adjustments on the fly.

Once it migrated its products to the Backbone platform, Free Fly Apparel quickly saw 

the value of building and sharing tech packs. With flexible templates to reuse at any 

time, teams can send tech packs directly from Backbone to factories, each other, or 

anyone else in minutes.

With built-in tools like the Image Annotator replacing email and scattered 

spreadsheets, the design team at Free Fly Apparel can enable callouts on images that 

digitally populate BOMs and collect feedback and revisions in one place.



Ready to see 
what Backbone can do for your brand?

Schedule a customized demo today at 

backboneplm.com/demo.

Free Fly Continues to Soar

As an organization, Free Fly Apparel deepens its commitment to 
supporting clean-water initiatives close to home and around the world. 
As a hardworking crew with a passion for the great outdoors, the goal is to 
help everyone enjoy a life of comfort and adventure — whether they’re 
catching fish or catching rays.

Free Fly Apparel believes in simplistic design, adventure in comfort, and sustaining 

the environment. These principals set the foundation to explore nature freely, and 

along with Backbone, continue to guide the brand forward through each phase of 

company growth.

As much as the Free Fly team enjoys outings on the water, backyard happy hours, 

and some ultra-competitive ping-pong tournaments, giving back to the community is 

their favorite activity. Free Fly Apparel supports two Charleston-based nonprofits: 

Charleston Waterkeeper, which cleans waterways in the local community, and Water 

Mission, which provides other regions with access to clean drinking water.

Backbone supports Free Fly’s scalability through customizable tech pack 
creation tools that allow the brand to retain quality while expanding 
product offerings. Free Fly Apparel continues to drive revenue and 
increase speed to market to leave time for charitable opportunities like  
Charleston Waterkeeper and Water Mission.

https://backboneplm.com/demo



